FatMax® BACK PACK ON WHEELS

- Transporting handle used during rolling carriage of tools
- Tools back pack on wheels this combines a mix of on wheels and on back carriage for easy and convenient tool transporting
- 600 x 600 durable denier fabric
- Removable divider with multiple pockets for a wide variety of tools
- Rigid form that can stand in an open position enabling access to all tools
- Separate and strong compartment for power tool or laptop
- Front see through compartment and multiple loops for extra loads enables quick access needs. Loops provide additional fastening options
- Dual zipper closure enables opening from every end
- Easy access to personal items stored in a different compartment

| 1-79-215 | 36 x 23 x 54 cm | - | 2 | 3253561792151 |

FatMax® TOOL BACK PACK

- Durable 600 x 600 denier fabric
- 50 Pockets
- Waterproof plastic bottom protects against moisture and dirt
- Removable dividers system with tool holders is easily detachable, with handle for easy carriage. Spreads to form a work surface
- Back support system and air mesh shoulder straps for ergonomic, convenient carriage.
- Spreads weight of tools instead of lifting in one hand
- Separate, strong compartment for power tool or laptop
- Dual zipper closure enables opening from every end
- No tools included

| 1-95-611 | 36 x 27 x 46 cm | - | 2 | 3253561956119 |

FatMax® TOOL ORGANIZER BAG

- Durability – material combination provides maximum protection against wear & tear
- Tools are organized in an upright position to enable easy access while on the job
- Designated compartments for mechanic tools and sockets
- Reinforced body – plastic sides protect contents
- Ergonomic – features comfortable, padded shoulder strap and rubber handle
- Easily converted into a work station once opened (A-Frame structure)
- Tools not included

| 1-94-231 | 39 x 25 x 48.5 cm | - | 2 | 3253561942310 |

FatMax® TOOL BAG

- Heavy duty 600 denier fabric with leather reinforcements for long lasting durability
- Industrial leather reinforcements in critical points
- Shoulder strap – allows easier carrying of heavy loads
- Comfortable rubber grip handle
- Handle stitching area reinforced for maximum durability
- Rigid and waterproof plastic base
- Tools not included

| 1-93-949 | 46 x 25 x 18 cm | - | 4 | 3253561939495 |
| 1-93-950 | 49 x 26 x 28 cm | - | 4 | 3253561939501 |